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Greens hate individual freedom and private property. They dream of a centralised
unelected global government, financed by taxes on developed nations and controlled
by all the tentacles of the UN.
No longer is real pollution of our environment the main Green concern. The key slogan
of the Green religion is “sustainable development”, with them defining what is
sustainable.
Greens hate miners. They use nationalised parks, heritage areas, flora/fauna reserves,
green bans, locked gates and land rights (for some) to close as much land as possible
to explorers and miners – apparently resources should be locked away for some lucky
distant future generation. And if some persistent explorer manages to prove a mineral
deposit, greens will then strangle it in the approvals process using “death by delay”.
Greens hate farmers with their ploughs, fertilisers, crops and grazing animals. They
want Aussie grazing land turned back to kangaroos and woody weeds. They plan to
expel farmers and graziers from most land areas, with food produced in concentrated
feedlots, factory farms, communal gardens and hydroponics.
Greens hate professional fishermen with their nets, lines and harpoons. Using the
Great Barrier Reef as their poster-child, they plan to control the Coral Sea using marine
parks, fishing quotas, bans and licences, leaving us to get seafood from foreign seas
and factory fish farms.
Greens hate foresters and grass-farmers. They want every tree protected, even woody
weeds taking over ancient treeless grasslands. Red meat and forest timber are
“unsustainable”. Apparently they want us to live in houses made of recycled cardboard
and plastic and eating fake steak and protein powder made from methane generated
from decomposing rubbish dumps.
Greens despise the suburbs with their SUV’s, lawns, pools, rose gardens, manicured
parks, ponies and golf courses. They prefer concentrated accommodation with people
stacked-and-packed in high-rise cubic apartments, with state-controlled kindies in the
basement, and with ring-roads of electric trams and driverless cars connecting
apartments, schools, offices and shops.
Greens hate reliable grid power from coal, nuclear, oil, gas or hydro generators. Their
“sustainable” option is part-time power from wind and solar with the inevitable
blackouts and shortages needing more rules and rationing.
Greens lead the war on fracking and pipelines. The victims are energy consumers. The
beneficiaries are Russian gas and Middle-east oil.
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Greens think it is “sustainable” to uglify scenic hills with whining wind towers, power
poles, transmission lines and access roads, and to clutter pleasant estuaries and
shallow seas with more bird-slicing turbines. They think it is “sustainable” to keep
smothering sunny flatlands under solar panels and filling the suburbs with extra power
lines and batteries of toxic metals.
Greens think it is “sustainable” to clear forests for bio-mass to feed large wood-fired
power stations, or for establishing biofuel plantations. They think it is “sustainable” to
keep converting croplands from producing food for humans to producing ethanol for
cars.
Greens hate free markets where prices are used to signal changing supply and
demand. There is no room for fun, frills or luxuries in their “sustainable” world. They
want to limit demand by imposing rationing on us wastrels – carbon ration cards,
electricity rationing meters, water rationing, meat free days, diet cops and bans on fast
foods and fizzy-drinks.
They also favour compulsory recycling of everything, no matter what that process costs
in energy or resources. Surveillance cameras will keep watch on our “wasteful” habits.
None of this vast green religious agenda is compatible with individual freedom,
constitutional rights or private property - and none of it makes any economic or climate
sense.
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The Despotic Green New World is coming. Climate alarm is the stalking horse,
“sustainable development” is the war cry, and global government is the goal.
Further Reading:
“Sustainable Development” is the UN code for total reorganisation of human society:
https://newswithviews.com/the-code-for-reorganizing-human-society-is-sustainable-development/
Climate policies governed by groupthink:
https://mailchi.mp/1a014f9b3e23/press-release-climate-groupthink-leads-to-a-dead-end-171361?e=e1638e04a2
The UN Plan Itself:
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/Agenda21.pdf
Keep it in the Ground:
http://keepitintheground.org/#read-the-letter
Russia’s secret energy campaigns against western energy:
https://mailchi.mp/8e1de42a0dc8/russias-secret-campaign-against-us-energy-policy-revealed?e=e1638e04a2
https://oilprice.com/Geopolitics/International/Russias-Grip-On-European-Gas-Markets-Is-Tightening.html
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/putin-tv-station-stokes-fracking-fears-mrk8qprlg
http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/environmental-group-may-have-to-register-as-foreign-agents/article/2645910
http://americasurvival.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Global-Enviro-Communism.pdf
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Planned Power Chaos.
Seven Australian governments have made a mis-planned mess of Australia’s electricity
industry. The federal government now plans to add more toxins to the mess – “fiveyear targets to cut emissions.”
th

There was one big lesson from the 20 Century – coercive central planning always fails
- it constantly destroys economic assets and human freedom. Just look at the human
and economic costs of the grand plans of Stalin’s Russia, Hitler’s Germany, Mao’s
China, Castro’s Cuba and Pol Pot’s Cambodia. Or compare East and West Germany
when the Berlin Wall came down or North and South Korea now.
The International Tin Council almost destroyed the tin industry. Australia’s failed Wool
Board delivered unearned profits to our overseas competitors and wool growers took
years to clear up the mess. Australia has had egg boards, milk boards and grain
boards and all produced sinecures for board members, reduced markets for producers
and higher prices for consumers. Even OPEC’s grand plan to maintain high prices for
crude oil were destroyed by American shale oil entrepreneurs.
Outcomes are always better when markets reflect the wishes and actions of
consumers and producers and are free of selective subsidies, discriminatory taxes and
interfering politicians.
Australia’s electricity market is jerked in one direction by a Climate Commissar in
Canberra who is second-guessed by state premiers who wanna-be power engineers.
Rules change with every election.
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The result is high-priced electricity from an unreliable grid. The winners are bureaucrats
and academics who are well paid to dream up the “plans” and speculators quick
enough to grab the sure-fire benefits. The losers are real industry, electricity
consumers and tax payers.
No more five-year power plans thanks. Politicians who subsidise some technologies
and tax or ban others will never get it right. Let coal, oil, gas, nuclear, hydro, wind and
solar compete freely with no government subsidies or market mandates and no
guaranteed return on investment - just a few reasonable regulations to prevent real
pollution and protect public safety.
Finally, cease all official promotion of the myth of man-made global warming.
Further Reading:
Australia’s five year target to cut emissions:
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/mining-energy/energy-policy-governtment-to-set-fiveyear-target-to-cut-emissions/newsstory/a0b3a0733a3f59bf1d2a402da475c70b
Australia will fail to meet “scientifically based targets”:
https://www.macrobusiness.com.au/2017/11/population-ponzi-overruns-australias-emissions-targets/
Australia busts its “Carbon budget”:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/dec/05/australia-is-blowing-its-carbon-budget-projections-reveal
Bureaucracy gone mad in Energy Generation in Australia:
http://coagenergycouncil.gov.au/sites/prod.energycouncil/files/publications/documents/Energy%20Security%20Board%20National
%20Energy%20Guarantee%20-Consultation%20Paper_0.pdf
https://www.allens.com.au/pubs/renew/curenew20feb18.htm`
The Secret System used to manage Australia’s electricity rules:
http://think-right.com/2018/02/21/ineptocracy/
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Junk all Junkets.
The climate catastrophists in the UN and Australia’s Climate Council claim that manmade global warming will hurt tourism.
However tourists in planes, ships, buses, trains and cars all contribute mightily to manmade CO2.
If the catastrophists believed their own scare-stories they would advocate bans on all
government promotion and advertising of tourism expos and games, abandon the
multitude of tax-funded climate conferences in exotic locations, and veto all
government-funded “study tours” by academics, politicians and bureaucrats.
Further Reading:
The United Nations says Australia’s tourism is vulnerable to climate change:
https://www.townsvillebulletin.com.au/news/the-united-nations-has-identified-australia-as-one-of-five-tourism-hot-spots-vulnerableto-climate-change/news-story/34dd838d3832607630172906d78d5780

Climate Change Threatens Tourism:
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/climate/40bn-at-risk-as-climate-change-threatens-tourism/newsstory/1f58a6533d8541a010bd52c098f399a8
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Climate Scare Stories

“The Oceans will Boil”.
Said the man in the ivory tower
Unless you stop wasting your power
The oceans will boil
And you’ll bake all the soil
And drought will wilt every flower.
See: https://carbon-sense.com/2013/04/13/hansen-claims-oceans-will-boil/
Viv Forbes
14 April 18
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